Routejade Newsletter
■

For a better 20 years! Routejade Fighting!

Celebration of the 20th anniversary

■

Routejade is proud to announce their 20th anniversary!
We took this opportunity to thank our colleagues for their efforts. When our
company was founded in 2000, we had only a line for coin cells, and made 1st
coin type Li-ion rechargeable battery in the world. But we now have 4
automatic lines for pouch cells aside coin cells , SLPB and have become one of
the international Lithium-ion battery manufacturer. We could have come this
far because of hard work of each member and our customers. We appreciate
you for being part of our success during the past 20 years. We will continue to
provide you the best quality batteries under our new slogan “Move with
customer, Lead the world”.

■

4th Line & 2nd floor

In 2020, we completed FLPB 4th line by expanding the second floor of
our factory. Then, we have some advantages through this line expansion.

COVID-19

In 2020, we are facing a
unprecedented
situation
around the world, and Covid19 is continuing to impact
global
communities
and
business.
We, Routejade are taking actions
to prevent its spread and lessen
the damage to our colleagues and
customers.
- Body temperature checks at the
door
- Sanitizing and records all
visitors
- Wearing a mask in production
and conference
- Keep trying 2 meters social
distance all day long including a
lunch.

Even in the face of this difficult
situation around the world, we
keep our productivity without
any problem through these
countermeasures. We hope our
customer and partners always
stay safe with their colleagues,
families and friends and will do
everything in our power to
support you.

-Higher Capacity
We had 3 automatic lines for pouch cell series and now we launched another
new line. So, we have 4! This new line has similar with the existing 3 lines,
but it has upgraded both for speed and stability.
- Higher Quality
With the expansion of the 2nd floor, we secured the space. We can provide a
pleasant environment for our employees by expanding this space. Working
in a comfortable environment, we care about the well-being of our
employees, and our employees improve productivity. This improves not only
the production stability of our products, but also the quality of our products.
New Factory
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■ Surprising News!
- New Factory
We expanded our factory site and our manufacturing facilities will
be newly built on this site. We believe that it also brings us several
advantages in production and management. Aren't you expecting
which one will be added?

